
                                          FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT OF STUDENTS 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

Introduction: Students’ Feedback is an essential element of the learning process. The 

college collects the feedback on various aspects from the students using structured 

questionnaire. The feedback collected from the students has been analysed and action taken 

to strengthen the quality of teaching learning environment and to look for opportunities to 

improve overall performances including teacher in classroom engagement with students to 

bring excellence in teaching and learning. This questionnaire is intended to collect 

information relating to your satisfaction towards facilities and services provided for creating 

healthy atmosphere for teaching and learning. 

The college has formed student’s feedback committee to collect and analysed feedback from 

the students. The committee members as follows: 

1. Dr. Fernandes T.D 

2. Dr. Survase D. A  

3.Mr. Ram Palkar 

4. Mr.Vishut Ghare 

5. Mrs.Sushma Buva 

Objectives:  

            The primary objective o f the “Students Feedback” is to improve the teaching learning 

atmosphere of the college. Through this the student’s feedback committee will try to achieve 

the following objective: 

1. To find out the shortfalls in term of infrastructure facilities provided to the students by 

institution. 

2. To find out any shortcoming in the academic environment which includes – 

curriculum, teaching learning process, examination system, sports facility and 

laboratory etc. 

3. To find out the various strengths of the institution as a whole from the point of view 

of the students. 

 



4. To improve the positive aspects of the institution to push up institution to a new 

height. 

 Methodology: 

        Our college feedback committee created Google Form on college E-mail for getting 

feedback from the students. The committee shared the created link with all students through 

whatsapp groups of their classes. After receiving students’ responses, the feedback committee 

downloaded the responses and analysed collected data. The committee shows the analyzed 

data on the chart and makes comprehensive presentation. After analysing the data, the 

committee sent it to the concerned department for further corrective action and improvement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 



S.B.B. alias Appasaheb Jedhe Art's, Commerce & Science College,  

Pune- 02 

Analysis of Teacher Feedback For A.Y. 2022-23 

 

It is shows that 39.20% faculties felt that they taught in both medium and 33.30% found that 

they were taught Marathi Medium. Only 27.50% faculties reported they were taught in Marathi 

Medium. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

About Figure shows that 86.30% faculties were Agree with the Academic content and 11.80% 

faculties were Partially Agree with the Academic content and Remaining Faculties were Agree with 

the Good Academic content 

 

 



 
About Figure shows that 56.9% faculties were Agree syllabus beneficial And relevant to 

student and 11.80% faculties were Strongly Agree with the syllabus beneficial And relevant to student 

and relevant to student and 11.80% faculties were Strongly disagree with the syllabus beneficial And 

relevant to student relevant to student and 15.7% faculties were Neutral with the syllabus beneficial 

And relevant to student Remaining Faculties were disagree with the Good Academic content. 

 

  About Figure shows that 78.4% faculties were said yes for Reference and textbook in library 

sufficient and 13.7% faculties were said No for Reference and textbook in library sufficient and 7.8% 

faculties were said may be for Reference and textbook in library sufficient . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

About Figure shows that 60.8% faculties were Agree with ICT tools used while teaching and 

31.4% faculties were Partially Agree with the ICT tools used while teaching And Remaining Faculties 

were Good ICT tools used while teaching. 

 

 

 

  About Figure shows that 90% faculties were said yes for Syllabus have clarity and objective 

and 7.8% faculties were were said Syllabus have clarity and objective may be for Reference and 

Remaining  faculties were said No for Syllabus have clarity and objective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

  About Figure shows that 54.9% faculties were said good Friendly or respectful is a 

relationship between teacher and student and objective and 43.1% faculties were said Excellent 

Friendly or respectful is a relationship between teacher and student and Remaining faculties were said 

Fair Friendly or respectful is a relationship between teacher and student 

 

 

 

 

  About Figure shows that 82.4% faculties were said yes for Syllabus fulfill student demand 

and 13.7% faculties were said Syllabus fulfill student demand and Remaining  faculties were said No 

for Syllabus fulfill student demand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

About Figure shows that 66.7% faculties were Agree Infrastructures facilities are available in 

the college and 17.6% faculties were Neutral with the Infrastructures facilities are available in the 

college and Remaining Faculties were strongly disagree and disagree with the Infrastructures facilities 

are available in the college. 

 

 

 
 

About Figure shows that 74.5% faculties were said yes Classrooms are clean and well 

maintain and 13.7% faculties were said no Classrooms are clean and well maintain and 11.8% 

faculties were said may be Classrooms are clean and well maintain. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

About Figure shows that 62.7% faculties were said yes toilet washroom are clean properly 

Maintain and 23.5 % faculties were said no toilet washrooms are clean properly Maintain and 23.5% 

faculties were said may be toilet washroom are clean properly Maintain. 

 

 

 

 

 

About Figure shows that 66 % faculties were Administration is teacher friendly and 14% 

faculties were strongly disagree with the Administration is teacher and 10% strongly agree with 

Administration is teacher friendly and 8% neutral 10% strongly agree with Administration is teacher 

friendly and remaining faculties disagree with Administration is teacher friendly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

About Figure shows that 74.4% faculties were Agree with Administration motivates research 

activity and 17.6% faculties were Partially Agree with Administration motivates research activity And 

Remaining Faculties were Good, disagree and Excellent  with Administration motivates research 

activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Figure shows that 80.4% faculties were said yes Satisfied with the frequency of the 

repair and up keep of the college facilities and 11.8% faculties were said may be Satisfied with the 

frequency of the repair and up keep of the college facilities and remaining faculties were said no 

Satisfied with the frequency of the repair and up keep of the college facilities 

 



 

 

 

About Figure shows that 62.7% faculties were Agree with Faculty room is adequate and 

available in the institute and 17.6% faculties were neutral with Faculty room is adequate and available 

in the institute And 9.8% faculties were neutral with Faculty room is adequate and available in the 

institute and   Remaining Faculties were Good, disagree and Excellent  with Faculty room is adequate 

and available in the institute. 

 

 

 

 

 



FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT OF TEACHERS  

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

 

 

Introduction: S.B.B.alias Appasaheb Jedhe Art’s Commerce & Science College, Pune-02,is  

is committed to constantly improve and positively alter its course to become one of the finest 

educational institutions. The Institution believes in creating a congenial work environment for 

its staff. To facilitate this, the college conducted a survey through Google forms in which the 

staff were asked to rate their satisfaction levels for different aspects i.e. Curriculum Aspect, 

Infrastructural Facilities, Professional Development, Campus/Support Services, etc.The 

survey sought progressive suggestions from the faculty to ensure they feel empowered and 

valuable improvements are welcomed with open arms. The feedback form for the academic 

year 2022-2023 received responses from 51 faculty members. 

 

Feedback committee created feedback form, we share created link among teachers through 

watt up group and collected again from the teachers .Feedback Committee then downloaded 

the collected form through college e-mail. All the feedback received, is used in analysis for 

making proper evaluation, with the help of chart and interpretation communicated to 

respective concerned department for further corrective action and an improvement. 

The overall observation and repossesses as follows:  

 

 It is observed that 39.20% faculties felt that they taught in both medium and 33.30% 

found that they were taught Marathi medium. Only 27.50% faculties reported they 

were taught in marathi medium. 

 It is notice that 86.30% faculties were agree with the academic content and 11.80% 

faculties were reported partially agree with the academic content and remaining 

faculties were Agree with the good Academic content.. 

 It is noticed that 56.9% faculties were agree syllabus beneficial and relevant to student 

and 11.80% faculties were strongly Agree with the syllabus beneficial and relevant to 

student and relevant to student and 11.80% faculties were strongly disagree with the 

syllabus beneficial and relevant to student relevant to student and 15.7% faculties 

were neutral with the syllabus beneficial and relevant to student remaining faculties 

were disagree with the good academic content. 

 It is observed that 78.4% faculties were said yes for reference and textbook in library 

sufficient and 13.7% faculties were said not for reference and textbook in library 

sufficient and 7.8% faculties were said may be for reference and textbook in library 

sufficient . 

 It is obverted that 60.8% faculties were agree with ICT tools used while teaching and 

31.4% faculties were partially Agree with the ICT tools used while teaching. 

Remaining Faculties were Good ICT tools used while teaching. 

 It is noticed that 90% faculties were said yes for syllabus have clarity and objective 

and 7.8% faculties were said syllabus have clarity and objective may be for reference 

and remaining  faculties were said  not for syllabus have clarity and objective. 



 It is focused that 54.9% faculties were said good friendly or respectful is a 

relationship between teachers and students and objective and 43.1% faculties were 

said excellent friendly or respectful is a relationship between teachers and students 

and remaining faculties were said fair friendly or respectful is a relationship between 

teachers and students. 

 It is observed  that 82.4% faculties were said yes for Syllabus fulfill student demand 

and 13.7% faculties were said syllabus fulfill student demand and Remaining  

faculties were said  not for syllabus fulfill student demand. 

 It is noticed  that 66.7% faculties were agree infrastructures facilities are available in 

the college and 17.6% faculties were neutral with the infrastructures facilities are 

available in the college and remaining faculties were strongly disagree and disagree 

with the infrastructures facilities are available in the college. 

  It is observed that 74.5% faculties were said yes classrooms are clean and well 

maintain and 13.7% faculties were said no classrooms are clean and well maintain and 

11.8% faculties were said may be classrooms are clean and well maintain. 

 It is observed that 62.7% faculties were said yes toilet washrooms are clean properly 

maintain and 23.5 % faculties were said no toilet washrooms are clean properly     

maintain and 23.5% faculties were said may be toilet washroom are clean properly 

Maintain. 

 It is noticed  66 % faculties were administration is teacher friendly and 14% faculties 

were strongly disagree with the Administration is teacher and 10% strongly agree 

with Administration is teacher friendly and 8% neutral 10% strongly agree with 

Administration is teacher friendly and remaining faculties disagree with 

Administration is teacher friendly. 

 It is observed that 74.4% faculties were agree with administration motivates research 

activity and 17.6% faculties were partially agree with administration motivates 

research activity and remaining faculties were as good, disagree and excellent with 

administration motivates research activity. 

 It is observed that 80.4% faculties were said yes satisfied with the frequency of the 

repair and up keep of the college facilities and 11.8% faculties were said may be 

Satisfied with the frequency of the repair and up keep of the college facilities and 

remaining faculties were said no Satisfied with the frequency of the repair and up 

keep of the college facilities 

 It is focused that 62.7% faculties were agree with faculty room is adequate and 

available in the institute and 17.6% faculties were neutral with faculty room is 

adequate and available in the institute And 9.8% faculties were neutral with faculty 

room is adequate and available in the institute and remaining faculties were Good, 

disagree and excellent with Faculty room is adequate and available in the institute. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Suggestions: 

1. Faculties should be teaching in strictly in medium of English. 

2. Provide reference books, magazine from library. 

3. Every faculty should be use ICT tools in the time of teaching. 

4. Arrange infrastructure facility up to the mark. 

5. Administrate staff should be maintain co- ordinal relationship with the faculties as per    

requirements 

6. Enhance teaching - learning effectively. 

 

Action Taken Report  

1. Provision for language lab will be proposed in next academic year. 

2. It has been proposed to make digital library. 

3. It is recommended that arrange more ICT tools for teaching. 

4.  It is suggested that provide infrastructure facility up the to mark. 

5. Administrate staff should be maintain effective communication with students. 

 

 

. 

. 



             

FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT OF ALUMINII 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

The feedback was collected in online mode. The survey included questions related to 

the quality of education, performance of the faculty, infrastructure, extracurricular activities, 

career opportunities, and overall satisfaction with the institution. The feedback that was 

collected has been analyzed and converted into graphic representations, as shown below: 

1. Happy to be associated with this institution 

 
Above diagram indicates that 72.10 alumni have found happy to be associated with 

this institution. And 24.10% alumni have found not happy. And only 3.80%  alumni reported 

were can’t say. 

 2. Alumni contribute to institution 

 

Above diagram shows that 56.10 alumni were reported that they would like to 

contribute by invest time. And 28.60% alumni have found that they would like to contribute 

to institution by donate money. Only 15.30% alumni were reported that they would like to 

contribute to institution by donate books. 
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3. The institute provide adequate facilities 
 

Above figure indicates that 62.10% alumni reported that they institute provided good 

facility, 18.90% alumni reported better. And only 19% alumni reported institute provide 

average facilities. 

4. Associated as a life member of the alumni association 
 

Above diagram shows that 62.10% alumni has found they would like to be associated as a 
life member of the alumni association. And 28.60% alumni reported that not. And only 
9.28% alumni were reported that can’t say opinion. 
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5. Experience at alumni Meetings 

 
Above figure indicates that 82.10% alumni reported that alumni meeting were as 

good. And 11.80% alumni meeting were better. And only 6.10% alumni reported that can’t 

say   opinion mentioned.   

6. Program Syllabus preparing you for a Job or higher studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above diagram shows that 45.90% alumni were reported that program syllabus in 

preparing for a job as good. And 31.90% alumni reported better. And only 22.20% alumni 

they were reported that can’t say opinion mentioned. 
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7. Exposure and field visit opportunity during your course of Study 
 

 

Above figure shows that 78.82 % alumni reported that they got enough exposure and 
field visit opportunity during the course of study. Only 12.90 % alumni reported that not. As 
well as only 8.28% alumni reported can’t say opinion. 

 

8. Curriculum/ Syllabus fulfil the industrial requirement? 

 
Above diagram indicates that 62.10% alumni felt those existing curriculums were fulfil the 
industrial requirement. 23.56% alumni reported not. And only 14.32% alumni reported that 
can’t say. 
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Suggestions: 

1. Keep constant communication with alumni. 
2. Conduct awareness programme with self contribution by alumni. 
3. Increase life member of the alumni association to personally interaction with members.    
4. Provide better infrasture and sports facilities.  

 

Action taken Report: 

1. Arrange periodical meeting with alumni  
2. Various modes of contribution to run successful alumni association and development of 

institution. 
3. Organise alumni meetings and workshop 
4. Install modern infrastructure. 



FEEDBACK  REPORT OF ALUMINII 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

Any educational institution's success depends greatly on its active and involved alumni 

association. The role of alumni becomes even more crucial because of the very diverse and 

dispersed student body, which includes people from all backgrounds, and ages who come 

together for academic pursuits but have various objectives.Alumni involvements suggests that 

students participate in their education and learning as active agents rather than as passive 

recipients. As per alumni feedback data, alumni are satisfied with the institution.  

 

 It is observed that 72.10 alumni have found happy to be associated with this 

institution. And 24.10% alumni have found not happy. And only 3.80% alumni 

reported were can’t say. 

 It is noticed that 56.10 alumni were reported that they would like to contribute by 

invest time. And 28.60% alumni have found that they would like to contribute to 

institution by donate money. Only 15.30% alumni were reported that they would 

like to contribute to institution by donate books. 

 It is focused that 62.10% alumni reported that they institute provided good 

facility, 18.90% alumni reported better. And only 19% alumni reported institute 

provide average facilities. 

 It is observed that 62.10% alumni have found they would like to be associated as 

a life member of the alumni association. And 28.60% alumni reported that not. 

And only 9.28% alumni were reported that can’t say opinion. 

 It is noticed that 82.10% alumni reported that alumni meeting were as good. And 

11.80% alumni meeting were better. And only 6.10% alumni reported that can’t 

say opinion mentioned.   

 It is observed that 45.90% alumni were reported that program syllabus in 

preparing for a job as good. And 31.90% alumni reported better. And only 

22.20% alumni they were reported that can’t say opinion mentioned. 



  It is notice that 78.82 % alumni reported that they got enough exposure and field 

visit opportunity during the course of study. Only 12.90 % alumni reported that 

not. As well as only 8.28% alumni reported can’t say opinion. 

 It is observed that 62.10% alumni felt those existing curriculums were fulfil the 

industrial requirement. 23.56% alumni reported not. And only 14.32% alumni 

reported that can’t say. 

 

Action taken Report: 

1. Arrange periodical meeting with alumni  
2. Various modes of contribution to run successful alumni association and development of 

institution. 
3. Organise alumni meetings and workshop 
4. Install modern infrastructure. 

 



FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT OF STUDENTS 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

                           

Introduction: The Students ‘Feedback on curriculum and teaching learning process at 

S.B.B.alias Appasaheb Jedhe Art’s Commerce & Science College,Pune-02,is designed to get 

formative feedback from students that can be used towards the improvements in the quality of 

course design and delivery, as well as student learning experiences. The feedback has been 

generated through a comprehensive perspective including several parameters of the Teaching-

Learning-Evaluation and the Overall Academic experience of the students. 

Feedback committee created feedback form, we share created link among students through watt 

up group and collected again from the students. Feedback Committee then downloaded the 

collected form through college e-mail. All the feedback received, is used in analysis for making 

proper evaluation, with the help of chart and interpretation communicated to respective 

concerned department for further corrective action and an improvement. 

1. Enjoying the Course of Choice base Credit System 

 

Above diagram indicates that 94% of the students reported that they are enjoying choice base 

credit system. And 4% of the students reported that can’t say and only 2% students reported that 

they were not enjoying choice base credit system.      

 

 



2. Syllabus completed within time  

 

Above diagram shows that 74.80 % students were reported that syllabus has been completed 

within time limit and 14.30 % students were reported that cant’s say about completed syllabus 

within time. And only 6.10% students were reported not completed syllabus within time and only 

4.80% students were reported unsatisfied about the syllabus completed within time limit.  

3. Syllabus covered in the Classes  

 

Above chart shows that 37% students were reported that syllabus has been covered in between 

85% to 100%. And 31.90% students were reported 70% to 84%, 20.20% students were reported 

in between 55% to 69% syllabus is covered in the classes. And 6.50% students were reported 

30% to 54%. And only 4.40% students were reported syllabus is not covered in the classes. 

 

 



4. Teacher able to communicate 

 

 

 Above figure shows that how well were the teachers able to communicate with students. Only 

60.70% students reported teachers were able to communicate satisfactorily. And only 29.90% 

students reported they were thoroughly communicated with students. And 8.50% students 

reported that poorly communicated with students. And 0.9% students reported independently 

communicated with students.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Happy with teaching Tools 

 

 Above chart indicates that 88.90% students were reported that they were happy with teaching 

tools. And 7.70% students were reported cant’s say, 2% students were reported not happy with 

teaching tools and only 1.40% students were reported that unsatisfactory with teaching tools. 

6. Performance in an assignment discussed with you 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 59.80% students were reported that every teacher were discussed 

with them regarding performance in an assignment. And only 26.50 % students were reported 

usually discussed. And 11.60% students were reported sometimes. And 2.10% students were 

reported rarely and never were discussed with them regarding performance in an assignment. 

 



7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, field visit opportunities 

 

 Above figure indicates that 57.30% students reported that the institute takes active interest 

regularly in promoting internship, filed visit opportunities, 18.80% students were reported 

sometimes. 17.10 % reported frequently. And only17.80% students were reported that never 

takes active interest in promoting internship, filed visit opportunities.  

8. Additional Practical knowledge in addition to Syllabus 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 82.10% students were reported that they were getting additional 

practical knowledge in addition to syllabus. And only 7.70% students were reported can’t say 

opinion about additional practical knowledge in addition to syllabus. And 10.20% students were 

reported not getting additional practical knowledge in addition to syllabus. 

 



9. Classroom teaching activities prepare yourself to update your knowledge 

 

 Above diagram indicates that over 86.30% students were reported that classroom teaching 

activities prepare yourself to update your knowledge. And 8.50% students reported that cant’s 

say opinion mentioned. And only 3.47% students were reported that not classroom teaching 

activities prepare yourself to update your knowledge. And 1.73% students were reported 

unsatisfactory about classroom teaching activities prepare yourself to update your knowledge. 

10. Mentor follow- up 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 59.80 % students were reported that every time mentor kept 

follow- up with them. And 20.50% students were reported that usually kept follow up them, 

14.50% students were reported that sometime. And 5.20% students were reported that never kept 

follow- up with the students. 

 



11. Teachers indentify your strengths and encourage you with right level of challenges 

 

Above diagram indicates that 60.70% students were reported that teachers fully indentify your 

strengths and encourage you with right level of challenges. And only 25.60% students were 

reported reasonably, 9.40% students were reported partially. And only 4.30% students were 

reported disagree teachers fully indentify your strengths and encourage you with right level of 

challenges. 

12.The overall quality of Teaching- learning process 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 44.40% students were reported strongly agree with overall quality 

of teaching- learning process. And only 39.30% students reported agree, 13.70% students were 

reported neutral. And only 2.60% students were reported disagree agree with overall quality of 

teaching- learning process. 

 



13. Getting required help from college administrative Staff 

 

Above diagram indicates that 79.50% students were reported that they are getting required help 

from college administrative Staff. And only 13.70% students reported that not getting help. And 

6.80% students reported that they are   cant’s say opinion mentioned. 

14. The sport facility provided by the college 

 

 Above diagram indicated that 71.80% students reported that they were satisfied with sport 

facilities which were provided by college. And 17.10% students were reported not satisfied. And 

only 11.10 % students were reported unsatisfactory with sporty facility. 

 

 



15. The infrastructure facility 

 

Above figure indicates that 77.80% students were reported that they were satisfied about college 

infrastructure facility. And 13.70 % students were reported not. And only 8.50% students were 

reported cant’s say opinion mentioned. 

16. College library provide enough reading material as per choice and requirements 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 82.90% students were reported that they were getting enough 

reading material as per choice and requirement from the library. And only 10.30% students 

reported cant’s say opinion mentioned. And only 6.80% students were reported that not getting 

enough reading material as per choice and requirement. 

 

 



17. Getting syllabus and old question papers from library 

 

Above diagram indicates that 76.70% students were reported they were getting syllabus and old 

question papers from library. And only 23.30% students were reported that they are not getting 

syllabus and old question papers from library.  

18. Getting more practical knowledge from Laboratory 

 

Above diagram indicates that 64.10% students were reported that they were getting more 

practical knowledge from Laboratory. 21.40% students were reported not were getting more 

practical knowledge from Laboratory. And only 14.50 % students were reported that they were 

not satisfied regarding practical knowledge from Laboratory. 

 

 



19. Getting enough help from college examination section 

 

 Above diagram indicates that 87.10% students were reported that they were getting enough help 

from college examination section. And only 12.90 % students were reported that they were not 

getting enough help from college examination section. 

Action Taken and Suggestions: 

1. Maintain continuous communication with students and creates awareness about the 

choice base credit system. 

2. Every teacher should be completed syllabus within time. 

3. Arrange extra classes for covering the syllabus.   

4. Teacher should be maintain effective communication with students. 

5. Teaching tools should be use as per the need of the students. 

6.  Teacher should give more importance and preference for performance in the assignment 

and tutorial. 

7. The institute should take initiative about promoting internship, field visits. 

8. Every practical concern teacher should be made bridge the gap and ensure every student 

get equal opportunity to gain more practical knowledge. 

9.  Every teacher should focus on upgradtion of knowledge. 

10.   Maintain regular mentorship. 

11. Teachers developed strengths within students and encourage them to accept the 

challenges. 

12. Enhance teaching - learning effectively. 

 



13. Administrave staff should be maintain co- ordinal relationship with the students as per 

requirements. 

14. Provide best sports facility to students. 

15. Arrange infrasture facility, medical aid up to the mark. 

      16.Provide syllabus and old question papers from library for the betterment of the students. 

      17. Provide more practical knowledge from laboratory.   

      18. Maintain continues co- operation to the students from the examination section.  

 

 

 



FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT OF STUDENTS 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023 

   The college feedback committee has collected entire feedback from every faculty’s students 

and analysed the responses. As per the student’s feedback data, students are satisfied with the 

syllabus. There are also very happy with the classroom environment provided the curriculum 

ensures a good balance between the workload on the students and their progression. The overall 

observation and repossesses are as follows:   

 It is observed that 94% of the students reported that they are enjoying choice base credit 

system. And 4% of the students reported that can’t say and only 2% students reported 

that they were not enjoying choice base credit system.  

 It is noticed that 74.80 % students were reported that syllabus has been completed 

within time limit and 14.30 % students were reported that cant’s say about completed 

syllabus within time. And only 6.10% students were reported not completed syllabus 

within time and only 4.80% students were reported unsatisfied about the syllabus 

completed within time limit. 

 It is focused that 37% students were reported that syllabus has been covered in between 

85% to 100%. And 31.90% students were reported 70% to 84%, 20.20% students were 

reported in between 55% to 69% syllabus is covered in the classes. And 6.50% students 

were reported 30% to 54%. And only 4.40% students were reported syllabus is not 

covered in the classes.  

 It is noticed that 60.70% students reported teachers were able to communicate 

satisfactorily. And only 29.90% students reported they were thoroughly communicated 

with students. And 8.50% students reported that poorly communicated with student’s 

.And 0.9% students reported independently communicated with students.  

 It has been found that 88.90% students were reported that they were happy with 

teaching tools. And 7.70% students were reported cant’s say, 2% students were reported 

not happy with teaching tools and only 1.40% students were reported that unsatisfactory 

with teaching tools.  

 

 



 It is reported that 59.80% students were reported that every teacher were discussed with 

them regarding performance in an assignment. And only 26.50 % students were 

reported usually discussed. And 11.60% students were reported sometimes. And 2.10% 

students were reported rarely and never were discussed with them regarding 

performance in an assignment.  

 It is observed that 57.30% students reported that the institute takes active interest 

regularly in promoting internship, filed visit opportunities, 18.80% students were 

reported sometimes. 17.10 % reported frequently. And only17.80% students were 

reported that never takes active interest in promoting internship, filed visit 

opportunities.  

 It is observed that 82.10% students were reported that they were getting additional 

practical knowledge in addition to syllabus. And only 7.70% students were reported 

can’t say opinion about additional practical knowledge in addition to syllabus. And 

10.20% students were reported not getting additional practical knowledge in addition 

to syllabus.  

 It is observed that 59.80 % students were reported that every time mentor kept follow- 

up with them. And 20.50% students were reported that usually kept follow up them, 

14.50% students were reported that sometime. And 5.20% students were reported that 

never kept follow- up with the students. 

 It is notice that 60.70% students were reported that teachers fully identify your strengths 

and encourage you with right level of challenges. And only 25.60% students were 

reported reasonably, 9.40% students were reported partially. And only 4.30% students 

were reported disagree teachers fully identify your strengths and encourage you with 

right level of challenges.  

 It is observed that 44.40% students were reported strongly agree with overall quality of 

teaching- learning process. And only 39.30% students reported agree, 13.70% students 

were reported neutral. And only 2.60% students were reported disagree agree with 

overall quality of teaching- learning process.  

 It is noticed that 79.50% students were reported that they are getting required help from 

college administrative staff. And only 13.70% students reported that not getting help. 

And 6.80% students reported that they are   cant’s say opinion mentioned. It is noticed 

that 71.80% students reported that they were satisfied with sport facilities which were 

provided by college. And 17.10% students were reported not satisfied. And only 11.10 

% students were reported unsatisfactory with sporty facility.  



 It is observed that 77.80% students were reported that they were satisfied about college 

infrastructure facility. And 13.70 % students were reported not. And only 8.50% 

students were reported cant’s say opinion mentioned.  

 It is observed that 82.90% students were reported that they were getting enough reading 

material as per choice and requirement from the library. And only 10.30% students 

reported cant’s say opinion mentioned. And only 6.80% students were reported that not 

getting enough reading material as per choice and requirement.  

 It is observed that 76.70% students were reported they were getting syllabus and old 

question papers from library. And only 23.30% students were reported that they are not 

getting syllabus and old question papers from library.  

 It is focused that 64.10% students were reported that they were getting more practical 

knowledge from Laboratory. 21.40% students were reported not were getting more 

practical knowledge from Laboratory. And only 14.50 % students were reported that 

they were not satisfied regarding practical knowledge from laboratory.  

 It is observed that 87.10% students were reported that they were getting enough help 

from college examination section. And only 12.90 % students were reported that they 

were not getting enough help from college examination section. 

Suggestions: 

1. Maintain continuous communication with students and creates awareness about the 

choice base credit system. 

2. Every teacher should be completed syllabus within time. 

3. Arrange extra classes for covering the syllabus.   

4. Teacher should be maintain effective communication with students. 

5. Teaching tools should be use as per the need of the students. 

6.  Teacher should give more importance and preference for performance in the 

assignment and tutorial. 

7. The institute should take initiative about promoting internship, field visits. 

8. Every practical concern teacher should be made bridge the gap and ensure every student 

get equal opportunity to gain more practical knowledge. 

9.  Every teacher should focus on upgradation of knowledge. 

10.   Maintain regular mentorship. 

11. Teachers developed strengths within students and encourage them to accept the 

challenges. 



12. Enhance teaching - learning effectively. 

13. Administrate staff should be maintain co- ordinal relationship with the students as per    

requirements. 

14. Provide best sports facility to students. 

15. Arrange infrastructure facility, medical aid up to the mark. 

16. Provide syllabus and old question papers from library for the betterment of the students. 

      17. Provide more practical knowledge from laboratory.   

      18. Maintain continues co-operation to the students from the examination section.  

 

Action Taken Report 

 

1. It is recommended that for effective communication to organise communication 

workshop, life skill programme and a soft skill programme. 

2. Provision for language lab will be propose in next academic year. 

3. It is recommended upgradation especially science laboratory. 

4. It is suggested that provide best sport facility with well-equipped sport ground. 

5. It has been proposed to make digital library. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                       


